THOSE WHO LIGHT THE LAMP AND RECITE THE SIDDHARS NAMES IN THE MORNING AND EVENING WILL REAP THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS.

1. The Delayed matrimony of Grown ups will be blessed soon.
2. Childless Couples will be blessed with good and healthy children.
3. Difficult Financial problems too will be dissolved.
4. Children will obtain good educations.
5. Incurable diseases will be cured and be healthy.
6. Students will get good grades in their studies and in time will get good employments.
7. Bussiness, Career, Agriculture and Profession will flourish.

*There is no restrication to perform this prayers.

KADAVUL ALAIKIRAAR! GOD IS CALLING! TUHAN PANGGIL!

The Era of Kaliyuga (violence ) is ending. The era of wisdom peace (gnanayugam) has began to bring peace and harmony to the whole wide world. The holy siddhars are releasing the suffering mankind to gain freedom of one self from his bad karma. They are lovingly inviting all mankind to pay homage and their respect to the almighty Aarumuga Aaranga Mahaa Thesikar Who Resides In Ongarakudi, Thirichy, Tamilnadu India.

Form a pilgrimage to Onggarakudi, with faith, trust and belief to obtain His invitations (Thitchai) and Blessings.